Wordscapes level 4836 answers
Wordscapes level 4836 in the Frigid Group and Chill Pack contains 20 words
and the letters CDEHIN making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 28 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 56,693 words and 233,409 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
DEN, HEN, HID, ICE, CHI, DIN, CHIN, DICE, DINE, HIDE, ICED, INCH, NICE, CHIC,
HIND, NICHE, CINCH, CHIDE, INCHED, CINCHED.
The extra or bonus words are:
END, CINE, NIDE, NIED, NID, ICH, DEI, ECH, CID, DENI, CHINED, EDH, HEND, CHID,
HEID, IDE, HIED, DIE, CHINE, HIN, NICHED, DICH, NIE, CEDI, HIE, HIC, CHE,
NED.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 4836
DEN - The home of certain animals.
HEN - Hence.
HID - Simple past of hide.
ICE - Water in frozen (solid) form.
CHI - The twenty-second letter of the Classical and Modern Greek alphabets, and the t
wenty-third letter of Old and Ancient alphabets.
DIN - A loud noise; a cacophony or loud commotion.
CHIN - The bottom of a face, especially, the lower jaw or the region below the mouth.

DICE - Plural form of die.
DINE - To eat; to eat dinner or supper.
HIDE - To put (something) in a place where it will be harder to discover or out of si
ght.
ICED - With ice added.
INCH - A unit of length equal to one-twelfth of a foot and equivalent to exactly 2.54
centimetres.
NICE - Nicely.
CHIC - Stylish; elegant.
HIND - Located at the rear (most often said of animals' body parts).
NICHE - A cavity, hollow, or recess, generally within the thickness of a wall, for a
statue, bust, or other erect ornament. Hence, any similar position, literal or figura
tive.
CINCH - A simple saddle girth used in Mexico.

Word definitions - wordscapes level 4836
INCHED - Simple past tense and past participle of inch.
CINCHED - Simple past of cinch.

